The Ashrose Group specialise in using a low pressure sand jetting system that has been used nationwide for property restoration, including gaining approval for and subsequently working on many Listed Buildings.

However, the low consumption, low surface damage, yet high cleaning power lends itself to the removal of lines marking, particularly inside, in environmentally sensitive areas, or on delicate or textured surfaces.

- The System Cleans White Line materials, Paint etc from Concrete, Tarmac, Stone, Block Paving, Wood. Tarmac Tennis courts start to drain again!
- Effectively keys epoxy chemical resistant floors to make sure paint sticks.
- Cleans without heat, so can safely be used on all surfaces. Heavily textured surfaces can be dealt with with ease.
- System is Environmentally Friendly, No Fumes or Toxic Waste. Considerably less mess than other systems, and no fumes from burning paint.
- Low Consumption means less subsequent cleaning up, expended abrasive can be swept or vacuumed up.
- Faded or dirty lines can be ‘freshened up’ - removing surface dirt or tyre marks. No need to lay new markings over the top. Spilt Tar can be removed from concrete or white lines
- Competitive Prices